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PERFORMANCE - RELATED PAY : IS iT GOOD iDEA
Veysel KULA.
1-INTI~ODUCTION:

Pıı,y is a traditional basic .element which greatly shapes the employment relationship.

As · ~essl~r (1995) points out, the founding principles of a pay system are simple and
enduring; such systems have been based upon time or upon performance. Although
payment by time, in structuraJ· and administrative terms, is 'straightfoı-Ward in a sense
that employees a~e paid to work for stipulated periods of time, the notion of pay for
performance entails a wide range of pay systems. Piece-rate, profıt-share, team bonus, skillbased pay and performance related pay (PRP) are ali among the performance-based pay
systems.

'·

This paper will critically review the concept of PRP system. in the second section
which follows this introductory section the major performance-based pay systems will be
briefly mentioned. The third sectio.n will provide the generally accepted definitions of PRP
concept .. ln the fourth section managerial objectives in putting ·PRP in operation will be
discussed .. The fifth section will put forward the prerequisites of introducing the PRP
scheme. The sixth section will expound three essential dimensions of the PRP .scheme,
namely objective setting, performance appraisal and linking pay to performance. The
seventh sectioiı will succinctly investigate the pitfalls of the PRP scheme. The study will
end with the.conclİ.ısion part.
11-PERFORMANCE-BASED ~AY SYSTEMS IN GENERAL
As mentionded above,, performanc~-based pay systems include piece-rate, profitshare, team bonus, skill-b~sed pay and PRP schemes. Examples of piecework schemes can
.. be 'found · in early 1900s ~orking environment. While producing Model T in 1900, for
examı:)'le, the craftworkers at the Ford M.otor Company were paid a piece-rate bonus for
the . number . of units they produced. Henry Ford is said to walk through his plants with
roHs of .caşh in. his pockets aiıq press bills into the palms of his. best performers (LeBlanc,
1994). Althou.gh stili in practice in many organizations, piece-rate bonus system has many
drawbacks such as earning fluctuations at the existence of no fault of employees, (perhaps
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through lack of work) and rigidity of the system in a sense penalizing the flexibility of
employees to learn new skills (Cannell, 1991 ).
On the other hand, profıt-sharing schemes, although adopted by many companies,
are not regarded as performance-based pay as they do not act as a motivating factor or
a reward for individual assessment.
"
When it comes to team bonuses. · they do indeed have a place, but this is generally
where there are stable, long-term teams rather than project çır ad hac teams that are
necessity in today's rapidly changing environment.
Recent year has seen the rise of payment systems that tie rewards directly to a broad
of performance. As Procter and et al. ( 1994) put forward, PRP systems differ
from tradidonal payment by results in not focusing exclusively on direct production levels
as the measure of performance. Rather, they also set down indirect qualitative criteria, such
as flexibility and contribution to teamwörk which ınust ~e fulfılled in the course of
ıneeting agreed results. Actually, in .today's severe competitive, marketing-led , rather than
production-led environı~ent, recognizing the perforınance becomes necessary to survive.
PRP, as suggested by Kessler and Purcell ( 1992) is unusual amongst pay systems in
focusing upon the quintessential individualistic character of employment relationship.
Moreover. by basing adjustınents in pay on performance.
companies
convey
the
impression s
of perforınance and thereby influence employees behavior (Greller arid
Person s, 1995).

defınition

111-DEFINITION OF PRP .
The defınition of PRP is not as simple as it
about the wider defınition as

ınight

seem. Brough (1994) mentions

·· .. .that paıt of the fınancial or fınancially measurable reward to the individual
which is linked directly to individual , teaın or company performance"
But this defınition becomes problematic as it includes traditional piecework and
a wide variety of collective bonus scheınes. in an attempt to differentiate PRP from other
perforınance based pay schemes and thus confıning · it just to the employees
own
contributions and perforınance, Brough ( 1994) puts forward the narrower defin iti on of PRP
as;
"'pay based wholly or partly a the regular and
perforınance."

systeınatic

assessment of job
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defınition

of PRP as following;

"pay system which. relates pay to concrete. individual targets or objectives."
in this sti.ıdy the narrower definitions of PRP concept will be adopted.
IV-MANAGERIAL OBJECTIVES iN PUTTING PRP iN OPERATION

· Managerial objectives which lie behind the introduction of individual PRP schemes
can be classifıed as following:
- Recruit, Refrain and Motivate the Workforce: These are the core aims of any
payment system and refınement of those highlights the need for fairness and equity. These
three core objectives which fınd a distinctive formulation as a rational for the introduction
of PRP, aim to improve employee performance or productivity. As Kessler and Purcell
( 1992) suggest PRP is based on an underlying view. of motiyation which suggests that
employee perforrriance is improved through the establishment ofa clear link between effort
.and reward, which is fair conduct from the viewpoint of managers. From an employee
perspective, fairness is to a· larger degree is relatt!d to the acceptability of who is
responsible for the assessment of performance and the way that assessment is linked to pay .
Brough ( 1994), quoting a study of lnland Revenue scheme in the UK, mentions about the
overriding perception of employees that the appraisal system was being distorted by being
tied to decisions about money and concludes that employee feelings of equity are often
offended.

PRP is iınportant in ensuring the recruitment and retentior. of suitably qualifıed staff
in a sense that concept of reward for perfornıance would attract quality eınployees.
Moreover, PRP could be said to send the right messages in rewarding highly that the
organization wanted to keep.
1

•

-Facilitating Change in Organizational Culture: There is indisputable connectıon

between the enterprise cu lture and ·reward management. As Sm ith ( 1993) asserts, the
reward manageınent is now shifting the management of remuneration away from muddliıig
through to the pursuit of clear objectives through more rational and purposive decision
making. in the broader terms, such decision making has been positioned centrally to the
achievenıent of huınan resource management policies for changing culture. PRP is seen to
have characteristics which may accord with the coinpany image in terıns of its
flexibility, dynamisın, entrepreneurial spırıt and careful allocation of resources
(Kessler and Purcell, 1992). SucC'essful inıplernentation of organizational responses to shifts
in product market conditions and an intensifıcation of coınpetition are crucially
dependent upon changing employee attitudes and values; and rewards are perceived as
'
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being central to this process. There are examples of utilities using pay systems to change
existing organizational change. The Post Office in the USA, for example, used individual
PRP as part of management strategy to break down the ideology of cörporafe
patemalism and bureaucratic centralism (Kessler, 1995). Kessler and Purcell ( 1992) give
the example of a company that used PRP for senior managers as part ofthe preparation for
privatization because this was perceived as the type of payment system appropriate for a
private sector organization as well as for generating a performance oriented cu!ture.
-lncreased Role of Managers: The application of PRP involves a fundamental
restructuring of the employment relationship which gives rise to greater managerial control
over staff. lntroduction of PRP and appraisal schemes necessitates !ine managers to
pay more attention to communicating with and .evaluating subordinates. Line managers
often have to enter into a direct on-to-one and face-to-face relationship with their
employees. Moreover, the man.ager is forced to make tough decisions about individual
employee performance and pay. Therefore at some point in this assessment, an element of
subjectivity must intrude. The subjectivity and discretion as to which people or
behaviors are rewarded will give !ine managers more au~hority çır power to enforce
managerial prerogative (Beardwell and Holden, 1994).
-Weakening the Union Role: As being package of ~~asures focused upon' the
individual, introduction of PRP scheme fosters the view that employee benefits are not
solely dependent upon uni-0n action. Heery (quoted in Beardwell and Holden, 1994)
identifies the main possible disorgariizational consequences of .PRP for trade unions as
follows:
• the instrumental value of union membership may decline because pay is
determined through individual performance,,rather than collective bargaining.
• collective interests may be fragmented and rivalry generated among employees,
thus eroding the basis for the collective discipline;
• schemes may -·be perceived as indicating reduced management support for
collective negotiation unionism and so may indirectly discourage union membership;
• where schemes satisfy employee aspirations for recognition and reward, they
may lead to the removal of grievances and a 'consequential collapse in support for unions.
-Greater Financial Control: it is argued that PRP is perceived as a way of
directing pay increases to those who are performing to or above standard. in thiş respect it is
seen as providing better value for money than general and less. discriminatory increases
related to cost of living or service.
(
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. -Ability to Reward and Recognize Good Performa~ce: Roberts (1994) argues
that PRP is linked with. a belief that incrernental salary scales are too static and intlexible to
· fınancial.ly reward and recognize .above average performance. Moreover, the tlatter the
organizational structures become, the · less. opportunities organizations will have to reward
exceptional performance with rapid promotioı.ı and hence successful staff will demand
·
more pay. at their existing !eve!.

V-PREJlEQUISITES OF INTRODUCING THE PRP SCHEME
Existence and irnplementation of a sophisticated appraisal ·scheme is a must to be
able to match pay to individual performance and to 'take into consideration individual
competencies and skili. The required greater rnanag~rial control discretion necessary for
perforınance appraisal poses a rnajor obstacle to the introduction of PRP particularly
for manual workers. because, as Hrough ( 1994) puts forward, manual work is essentially
characterized by a low-trust relationship between rnanagement and employees.
Solano (1992) cites lack of trust and lack of understandirig among ernployees as
flaws that lead to the breakdown ofthe concept of PRP concept. Alsö underlying principles
of, the system shouı"d be made explicit, otherwise, as Procter and et al.(1994) poirit out, if
the principles were not accepted by the workforce, then confıdence could not be won by
even the best run of systeİns. · Therefore, various mixtures of approaches, such as
cornmunications, negotiation and training can be used to overco~e this obstacle.
Communication between the appraiser and appraisee is important not only in
terms of establishing a common understanding about the nature ofthe scheme, but also in
terms of its specific operation in the content of each section or departrnent. Another
prerequisite of the introduction of PRP is the training of ali th"ose involved, specially fırst
line supervisors who would carry out the appraisal of each eınployee. The fact th!lt the .
burden placed on unprepared supervisors exposes a fatal tlaw in many PRP systems
· (Brough, 1994),' points out to the importance oftraining in the introductory stage of PRP
/
scheme.

Vl-ESSENTIAL DIMENSIONS OF PRP SCHEME
Having cited the prerequisites of introducing the scheme, now the mechanisms of
PRP programs to achieve consistency and the link to pay can be analyzed. The following
three dimensions clarify and deterrnine the linkage between individual perforrnance and
pay:
-Setting the Performance Objectives and Criteria
-The Assessment of Performance

Veyse·ı
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-Developirİg the \_,ink Between Performance and Pay

1.Setting the Petfonnan·ce Objecti~es and C~İteria
Tİıe problem faced by the çiesigners o.fthe PRP schemes is that objectives should be
unaınbi.guous measures of employee pei-formance. That is, performan.ce aga,inst objectives

. should be easy .to measure and the system should not offend against employee fears of
subjective judgment by immediate supervisors. Moreover the objectives established for
iııdividu a l s employees . should be linked· to organizational. goals determ'ined ata strategic
management level. This last point is particularly ,important, because iıicreasing the
iııvolvemeııt of the employee in the organization is said to be one of the principal benefıts
1
of PRP. Hence to the extent that the appraisal ceııtres on the performance of the individual;
tlı en PRP becoın e fundaınental of. the training and development of the individual and the
organi zation .
.,
However, problems have emerged with regard to . the issue of the viability of
· establishing performance criteria and the form that they might tak·e. it is very difficult to set
nı eaniıı gful objectives that encompass the whole range of behaviour 1 in a job. ı Also.
establi shing performance criteria for specifıc occupational groups such as joumalists and
research scientists can be diffıcult as the · character of work may not fıtting for concrete
performance m easur~s. Sinıilarly, although · linking the perforınance criteria of senior
managers to organizational goals is easier, the lower down the corhpany one moves,'the
less meaningful these goals become and the ıi1ore limited scope there is for variation
. iii individual performance on the job.
'
The choice of criteria for highly paced jobs seems very restricted and this in
turn ın ay account for, at least partly, the use of input based criteria which relate to the
personal characteristics, traits, competen'cies and skills· which an employee brings to
company. On the othe~ hand. output based criteria are concerned · with ' individual
performance objectives or standards that should be met by the employee. Failure to relate
the viability and validity of performance criteria to characteristics of work and position
within the organization results in the establishment of performance criteria with little
m ~aning Of relevance to the individual enıployee . Through some applications such as the
usage of the acronym SMART(S-Specifıc or stretching, M-Measurable, A-Agreed or
Achievable, R-Realistic, T-Time-bounded) in setting effective objectives (Roberts, 1994),
the above ınentioned obstacles could l?e partly overcome.
competencies,
Several other different types of assessmeht criteria such as
accountabilities. skills acquisition, output levels and self-assessınent are also used for
assess ing an individual's perfornıance.
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in practic.e, ıt ıs observed that companies are using wide range of performance
factors. For example, Bfough ( 1994) has found that a ·Company has used those 17 factors:
· . Uust to reflect .the tıavor of the variety of fact.ors, it is worthwhile, to mention them
here) safety, job knowledge, tıexible working, quality · of work, responsibilities,
reliability,. adaptabi)ity tö change, housekeeping, . planning of work, problem-solving,
coping with diffıculties, determination, organization, teamwork, communications, personal
contact skills, development of self-staff, ancl timekeeping. As a matter of fact,
defınitions of performance should not show variations according to time span and in
terms of how measurable it is. Hence, training on objective setting and guidelines is an
'
indispensable part of PRP scheme.

2.The Assessment of Performance
. As Kesslerand Purcell ( 1992) argue, the potential for the distortion of the system is
perhaps at its greatest at the assessment stage. This arises in part from the workplace
pressures which impact upon the assessment procedure and also from ' a degree of
subjectivity which enters the process and which' is very diffıcult for any forma! system
to control or regulate.
1

Roberts ( 1994) lists down some methods and techniques of reviewing performance
as following;

"Comparative Methods
• Paiı'ed comparisons: The relative peiformance of every possible combination of
pairs of individuals is assessed and finally, a ratitıg scale is produced from the number of
times each individual was rated as better.
~ Ranking: lndividuals are asse.ssed and ranked according to a single measure of
·
effectiveness or ınerit.

• Forced distribution : lndividuals' performances are allocated to -categories and
ranked according to some predetermined distribution.

Al;>solute Methods
• Narrative ·a pproach : The work performance and behaviour of the employee
during a given period is described by the appraiser in a report.
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• Rating scales: lnitially, a number of factors such as job related qualities or
behaviors or certain personality traits are determined . Then the individual .is rated on the
extent to which they possess these factors:
.
.
1

Critical lncident Techniques
Employee's appraisal is basc;:d upon specifıc incidents of the employee's positive and
negative behaviour that have occurred during a given review period.
Behaviorally-anchored Rating Scales(BARS)
1

Diffıculty in defıning numerical, alphabetical and single adjectival anchors such as

average and unsatisfactory gives rise to the designation of BARS which replace or add to.
these scale anchor points with descriptions of specifıc examples of actual job behaviors.
Hence, fırstly specifıc activities necessary for successful performance in a job are defıned,
and then specifıc job behaviors corresponding to numerous levels of perforinance are
identifıed within this dimension.
Results-oriented Method.s
The appraisal process examines to what extent pre-set objectives with regard
to assessing specific results outcomes arising from job performance have been reached."
Difficulties Associated With the Assessment of Performance · : Companies
actually use differing performance appraisal tec;hniqueş. But, one ·of the . essential
problem in performance appraisal is, as Camell (1995) explains, is the extreme
difficulty of applying quantitative judgments to qualitative indicators, i.e: wh~n the
question is not "How many does employee do?" but "How well does he do?".
1

Another important factor is embedded in a gearing system. Where job-specifıcations
differ so widely, to give ali performance indicators an equal weight ,would clearly have
been a nonsense, in consequence, differential weightings are applied (Carnell, 1995).
But, the lowest-geared perfotmance indicato~s are. in . the danger of being marginalized,
having very little effect upon the final score . .
Also, existence of many external factors beyond the corttrol of the employee
which affect his/her performance defınitely poses an· handicap to the intended purpose of .
PRP. Moreover, even in case of a proper evaluation of employee's performance and
contribution, reducing the complexity of a multi-factor ·appraisal into a single overall
rating can be diffıcult.

I
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Rapidly changing targets within dynamic organizations can cause the involvement
of the distorting effect of subjectivity in the assessment process. Although
organizations seek to address · this issue by regular manager-employee meetings to
revise targets, there is stili a managerial judgement to be made about whether and how
·
objectives should be revised.
Apart from the possibility that appraisers may lack the required technical skills and
people management skills for conducting an effective appraisal, they may place greater
importance on more recent performance, thereby possibly ignoring incidents which had
occurred earlier.
The inherent subjectivity of the assessment process may be the main source of
claims such as favouritism , bias and arbitrariness. Single observed trait, characteristic,
competence, ete., might have the effect of influencing the rating of appraisers on all other
remaining factors. If the appraiser is favourably affected by one factor, he or she may
incline to give high ratings to ali other areas of performance despite that the employee's
actual performance in these aspects may be weaker. Apart from this "halo" effect, there is
also "horns" effect, which refers that negative rating in one respect might lead to other
performance factors being evaluated negatively.
Managers may resist to appr.aise due to a perception of being placed in the
embarrassing situation of having to pass judgements on their workers. Therefore. they
disincline to rate their subordinates at the extremes ofthe rating scale, especially negatively:
They may take the easy opt_ion of marking employees at an average level.
Kessler and Purcell ( 1992) indicate that performance assessment is an extremely
resource incentive procedure, therefore, workplace pressure in the sense of the simple
. workload facing managers may mean a Jack of time and resources, which may hinder
line managers in providing effective performance reviews and objective setting. This may
give rise to the unwilling acceptance ofthe scheme by the managers. Consequently, the link
between pay and assessment is partly explained by the attempt to force managers who
perceive the process as a bureaucratic nuisance to conduct assessment in!erviews.
A conflict emerges where performance assessment for career development aims is
carried out together with performance review for pay purposes . As Kessler and Purcell
· (1992) ask, "who is Iikely to be open about weaknesses which .need to be addressed
through training ifpay linked to performance is also at stake?". Therefore, separation of the
two forms of evaluation seems a good solution to this conflict.
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As unfavourable judgements have the potential of triggering reaction and resistance,
demotivation effect upon appraisees of being labeled ~s siınply average or unsatisfactory
shou ld not be ignored.
3.The link with the Pay
The simplest link is to link the appraisal scores directly to ~ay, so that pay increases
become resu ltant consequence of score. This type of app licat ion rneans that an
outstanding perforıner wou ld receive the maxiınum available increase, a superior perforıner
rather less, an effect~ve performer the average, and a poor one nothing. Nearly general
application is that this is paid in addition to a cost of living increase which is paid to ali
eınployees. But in soıne cases, apart from that paid under PRP, there is no in crease in pay,
hence a poor performance is penalized in terms of decrease in real purchasing power of
sa lary/wage. it is argued (Brough. 1994} that this penalization system brings a risk of
continued emp loyıııent of disgruntled employees.
As Sınith ( 1993) states in most of the applications of PRP, .ıess than 1O per cent of
basic salary is given for outstanding performance. This issue .af inadequate rewards
has featured regularly in reviews of PRP schemes, paıticularly for public sector
eıııployers and for white-collar staff in the private sector. As for blue-collar staffs in
private sector, there is evidence, although thinner, on tlie move to smaller rewards. The
amount of money for performance related payment may be particularly underpinned by a
genera l cost of living increase. Even wliere such an increase is not provided for,
employee perceptions about what the pay increase covers and indeed eınployer assumptions
on what it should cover in forınulating the increase, may reduce the element directly rel ated
to perfornıance (Kessler and Purcell, 1992). As Murlis ( 1994) points out, sınall aınount of
pay rise shou ld not be expected to · produce paroxysıns of ınotivation in one year. But
awarded over several years, it will produce a nıore substantial differential and recognition
of personal value.
Brough ( 1994) specifıes another issue with PRP: whether s~ou ld it be
conso lidated into an employee's pay or be a luınp-sum? The reasons that are specifıed
for nqt consolidating payment is that cuıııulative PRP rewards ınay give rise to two
individuals receiving signifıcantly different rates of pay for perforın ing the saıne task. This
aısJ creates the problem of ratings drift that. over time. most employees eventually might
have sa laries at the top of their grade: Moreovet, luınp- s uın s , which are siınp ler to operate
adıninistratively can be withheld more easily if performance deteriorates and they are less
likely to distort salary conıparisons.
Difficulties in Linking Pay to Performance : According to Kessler and Purcell
( 1992), the fırst and the most commonly cited ınanagerial diffıculty in estab lishing the link
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between the pay and perfonnance is the possibility of the indi viduals tending to focus ön
spec ifıed objectives as a means of ensurin g enhanced paym ent to the neglect of other
features of their job. Too narrow foc us upon the ac hie ve ın e nt of s pecifıc short-terın
objectives inhib it rather than .encourage tle xibility. Pearce (quoted in Kessler, 1995)
,makes a sim ilar point, noting that such pay plans place the eınployee in the position of
a labour cont ı'acto r, with perforınance so lely being judged in relation to the contract
measures, and less account being taken of performance outside of th e esta blishınent criteria.
Another problem is the threat to teaınworking which rises as a res ult of the notion of
indi vidua li zatioıı. Rewardi ng so ın e iııdividLı a l s a ııd not others. and th e individuali zatioıı of ·
work effort may underıniııe ıhe espri! de c:orp.İ· and cohesion of the workgroup.
Lewis. ( 199 1) refers to the tlatter organizationa l structures that emerged in th e 1970s and
l 980s which imply the ııecessity for people to work together in teaıns. Consequently he
argues that in troduction of PRP, based on individual performance. tlies in the face of the
concept ofthe teanı and may have d i s h arıno nious effects.
Financial constra in s ca n give rise to incongruity between performance assessment
and fınancial reward. Because of fınacial bottleneck, pay i~1crease expectations raised by a
positive feedback fronı a perforınance rev iew nı' ay s iınpl y not be realized .
. So ın e types of PRP scheme utili ze what is known as the 'fı xeq pot' systeın where
there is a predeternıined amount of money available for PRP increases. A problem
emerges under these schemes when there is a larger than anticipated ııumber of high
leve l perforıners . As Lewis ( J 99 1) indicates, to reward theın at a comınensurately high level
on tlı e PRP scale would mean that at the other end of the scale eınployees wlıo are
perfonnin g ata standard that should also warrant a PRP increase are not ab le to enjoy this
becau~e the allocated budget has been empti ed . in case of forced distribution method of
PRP where it is decided before assess ııı e nt that therc will be predeterınined numbers
of empl oyees in each of the assessment categori es, the saıııe kinci Üf problem occurs
when· the distribution of the e ınployee group does not conform to the assuıned
norm al pattern.

VII-THE PITFALLS OF PRP
Tlı e re

systeın .

are plenty of inıp ed iments to tlıe perfect functioning of PRP as a paynıent
Lewis ( 199 1) provides a quite uscfu l fraıııework by dividing the pitfa ll s of PRP into

three categories: those that are likely to subve ı1 the· inten ded consequeı1ces of PRP,

the ·,.

difficulties im posed by the necessity to measure job perfoı:mance accurately, and tlawed
assum ptions that underlie the introduction of PRP.
Subversion facto rs and nı eas ure meııt probleıns have already been mentioned in the
sections of this study analyzin!? the difficulties with regard to the. fssess ment of
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performance and linking of pay to the performance. For example, the thre.at to
teamworking and fınancial constraints . are among the fınancial factors, whereas
measurement problems include the subjectivity of appraisal, error of central tendency, ete.
And now the nature of assumptions regarding the PRP will be mentioned. '
l.Flawe.d

Assu~ptions

Concerning PRP

As PRP scheme is the attempt to link pay directly to individual performance, in this .
respect extant inotivational theories «ome to the fore . The inescapable conclusion that to
think that money alone motivates workers people is highly simplistic and misleading.
Apart from money, employee expectations, perceptions and needs are major factors in
· motivation. Also it is dubious whether ongoing social, political and economical workplace
pressures will not distort employee perceptions of the performance-reward link underlying
this motivational approach. As Lewis (1991) puts forward , it could be argued that the
money itself is not the real issue afstake; it is merely acting asa proxy for recognition.
VIIl-CONCLUDING REMARKS
Todays' rapidly changing and increasingly harsh competitive environment renders
the recognition of the performance of the workers inescapable. PRP goes . beyond
meeting the traditional pay objectives of recruitment, retention and motivation. it enables
the shift of the organizational culture and adaptation to changing external circumstances
by signaling out the dir~ction of strategic movement that the company pursue.

PRP critically requires the presence of.a fully committed, competent and adequately
resourced personnel department, on which the design and introdı.ıctfon of the scheme
largely depends (Kinnie, 1990). Securing the confıdence of the employees about the
principles and functioning of PRP through communication, negotiaticm and . training
are necessary requirements for the well functioning of the system. Moreover, the system
·
necessitates the fınancial strength.
Effectively considered PRP application could bring intended benefıts, but it ·would
be rarely easy to escape from falling victim to pitfalls ofthe system. it should·always be
kept in mind that ineffıcient running of PRP can do m.ore harm than good in terms of
demotivating workforce.
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